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Marking and feedback form a crucial element of the plan, do and review cycle and are a key 
factor in both pupil and staff understanding of how learning and teaching is progressing. For 
teachers, this helps them to quantify the impact of their teaching and for pupils, this shows them 
what they have learned and helps them to develop independent thinking and study skills. 


This policy aims to simplify the process for all involved and make appropriate links to the 
assessment policy. It is also aligned with our school philosophies on growth mindset and Bloom’s 
Taxonomy.


All staff are expected to follow this policy to uphold consistency of approach for pupils , whilst 
addressing and reflecting individual pupil need. Staff should take into account pupils’ access to 
learning profiles. 


What is marking for?  

Marking is most effective when it takes place during a lesson and alongside the pupil. This does 
not need to happen with every task but should always be meaning full when it does and form a 
two way engagement in a learning conversation. 

Marking also supports a wider understanding of pupil capabilities when used for internal and 
external moderation.


Guidelines for marking pupil work: 

• Work must have a related, relevant learning objective clearly stated. This may be an objective 
relating to a lesson or chain of lessons and must be accessible to the pupil, either in written or 
symbolised form. 


• Objectives should reflect long term planned steps on a learning ladder or advanced plan or 
organiser, shared with pupils. 


• Pupils should write in blue or black pen or pencil, depending on need with staff marking work in 
purple pen. Pupils use green pen to self correct their work.


• Work must be regularly marked to inform next steps for pupils and support ongoing 
development.


• Work that is completed with no adult or peer support can be denoted with an “I”.

• NB no other codes are required (e.g. “VP’ had previously indicated verbal support but this 

needed further qualification as to the nature of this spoken support, therefore a short comment is 
preferred). 

In line with the assessment policy, the following codes should be used;


Corrections 
• Repeated spelling errors should be corrected once then underlined.

• Subject-specific vocabulary should also be corrected and should also be pre-taught to support 

comprehension, with symbols if appropriate. 

• Punctuation and grammar should be commented on if this is a specific focus of the work.


E = Emerging S = Securing M = Mastering

Demonstrates an awareness of 
the skill.

Beginning to access this skill with 
relevant support.

Demonstrates skill with 
increasing independence.

Some understanding of skill and 
beginning to apply in more 
contexts.

Consistently demonstrates clear 
understanding of the skill, applies 
across range of contexts.

Independently uses structured 
support appropriately. 

	



• English, maths and science books and folders will contain learning ladders which may also be 
referred to in marking and feedback. 


Tips 
• More regular marking should be alternated with deep marking, discussion and feedback at key 

points in the learning process (see assessment policy). At least twice each half term is 
recommended. 


• Any marking of pupil work should be appropriate to the developmental stage and working level 
of the individual pupil.


• Opportunities for peer marking and review should be planned into learning sequences to 
support ownership and understanding of the process.


• Marking for accreditation must also reflect the associated accredited board criteria


Constructive (functional) feedback 

When marking and giving feedback verbally staff should consider: 

• Avoiding hollow praise that does not reflect the learning.

• Think about cause and effect: what has the pupil done that has achieved success or created a 

limitation? 

• Refer to development points as well as successes. Next steps should always be indicated. 

• Who is the marking for? Ensure marking supports pupil progress and not just teacher tracking.

• Think about your vocabulary: growth mindset phrases and Bloom’s Taxonomy

• The impact of your feedback: can pupils respond to it verbally and in written form?

• Have you planned in and allowed time to reflect own marking and feedback

• Can you incorporate peer review and marking each other’s work?  


Summary table 



Don’t forget the theory …


Unhelpful feedback Helpful feedback 

• This is a lovely piece of work

• Well done, you tried really hard. 

• You’ve written a brilliant poem

• Great work Sam.

• You’re starting to get this, keep going. 

• A great example of problem solving with cubes.

• You have chosen adventurous words to give more 

detail.

• This shows you have a better understanding of 

verbs.

Mark work and feedback 
regularly 

Always use language appropriate 
to the work and pupil need.

Give time in lessons for marking 
and feedback AND for responses 
to these.

Purple pen = staff

Green pen = pupil

Emerging, securing, mastering Constructive feedback is 
functional

Growth Mindset

“…can’t do this yet…”

Bloom’s Taxonomy

“… apply, analyse, evaluate…”

Check the assessment policy.


